The concept of star chromatic number of a graph, introduced by Vince (1988) is a natural generalization of the chromatic number of a graph. This concept was studied from a pure combinatorial point of view by Bondy and Hell (1990) . In this paper we introduce strong and weak star chromatic numbers of uniform hypergraphs and study their basic properties. In particular, we focus on partial Steiner triple systems (PSTSs) for the weak case. We also discuss the computational complexity of finding a (k, d)-colouring for a PSTS and construct, for every rational k/d > 2, a k/d star chromatic PSTS.
Introduction
Let h >/2 and H be an h-uniform hypergraph, k and d be positive integers such that k >~ 2d. (
i) no hyperedge of H is monochromatic and (ii) if a pair {u, v} ~_ V(H) appears in some hyperedge of H then c(u) v~c(v) ~ d<%lc(u)-c(v)l~<k-d.
Note that a strong (weak) (k, 1)-colouring of H is just a strong (weak) k-colouring. Therefore the strong chromatic number xs(H) of a hypergraph H (the weak chromatic number Zw(H)) is the smallest k for which H has a strong (weak) (k -1)-colouring. sively studied in the literature, more so for the weak case. Steiner triple systems (STSs) have been more thoroughly investigated than any other designs. In particular, attention has been devoted to the existence of partial and full STSs with prescribed weak chromatic number. The existence of such objects is far from being straightforward and is shown without giving explicit constructions (e.g. see [3] for full STSs). Also the computational complexity of finding a t-colouring has been studied for Steiner systems and some partial designs, especially for the weak case. For further details regarding colouring of designs we refer the reader to an excellent survey by Colbourn and Rosa [5] .
As seen above, (k,d)-colourings of hypergraphs are natural generalizations of the usual vertex t-colourings in both the strong and weak sense. The purpose of this paper is to discuss some basic properties of (k, d)-colourings of hypergraphs. We study the complexity of finding strong (k, d)-colourings for simple h-graphs as well as weak (k,d)-colourings for partial STSs (PSTSs). We define both strong and weak star chromatic numbers and construct h-uniform hypergraphs with prescribed strong star chromatic number. We also show the existence of a k/d weak star chromatic PSTS for all k/d > 2. In the sequel we will always consider a fraction in its irreducible form.
Strong (k, d)-colourings
In this section h stands for an integer 1> 2. 
Notations. (1) IfH is an h-uniform hypergraph, then its graph G(H) is defined by

V(G(H)):= V(H)
and uv is an edge in G(H) if and only if the pair {u, v} appears in at least one hyperedge of H. Note that if h = 2 then G(H) = H.
(2) Let G(k, d) be a circulant with vertex set _k and set of symbols Note that according to this we have that ~(*(H) is a rational number. Let xs(H) denote the strong chromatic number of the hypergraph H, i.e. the least n for which H has a strong n-colouring. 
z~(H)-1 < z*(H).
[] 2.9. Remarks. (1) Recall that a t-(v, h, 2) design (note that we use h instead of k in order to avoid confusion) is a pair (V, B) where V is a v-set and B is a collection of h-subsets of V called blocks such that each t-subset of V is contained in exactly
(2) A partial 2-(v, h, 1) design is also called a simple h-graph, i.e., an h-uniform hypergraph where any pair of elements occurs in at most one hyperedge (for h = 3 such a design is called a partial Steiner triple system). Let D be a partial 2-(v, h, 1) design, then it is easy to check that z*(D) = v if and only if D is a design. Let k, h, d be fixed integers with k >i hd. Then we have the following result.
Computational complexity of finding strong (k,d)-colouring of simple h-graphs
Theorem. Deciding whether a simple h-graph has a strong (k,d)-colouring is NP-complete for all fixed h, k,d such that either h > 2 and k >~ hd or h = 2 and k > 2d.
Proof. Membership in NP is straightforward. The reduction is from the Gh(k,d )-colouring problem for graphs. In [8] it is shown that for a fixed nonbipartite graph G, the G-colouring problem for graphs is NP-complete (recall that a G colouring of a graph 2 is a homomorphism tp: 2 ~ G). It is easy to see that 
Corollary. Deciding whether a PS TS has a strong (k, d)-colouring is NP-complete for all k >~ 3d.
The computational complexity of finding t-colouring of simple h-graphs is discussed in [4] . 
An h-uniform hypergraph whose strong star chromatic number is kid.
Ki = f-l(V(Hi)):= {x e V(K): f (x) e V(Hi) }.
Then clearly Ki is a strong independent set for all i = 1 ..... q. Now each vertex of K belongs to p of the Ki's hence 
we get by last lemma that there is no homomorphismf:
Combining the above result with Corollary 2.8 we get the following corollary.
Corollary. For every h >>-2 there exists an infinite family (H,), ~ I of h-uniform hypergraphs with )~*(H,) < )&(H,) for all n >I 1.
Weak (k, d)-colouring of PSTSs
In this section, we will focus on partial (and full) STSs. We recall that a (full) Steiner triple system of order v (an STS(v)) is a 3-uniform hypergraph S = (V(S), B) , where V(S) is a v-set such that every 2-subset of V(S) appears in exactly one hyperedge of B. It is well known that an STS(v) exists if and only if v = 1 or 3 (mod 6), such that a v is said to be admissible. Note that a partial STS (PSTS) differs from a full one in that any 2-subset of its vertex set appears in at most one hyperedge. As mentioned earlier in the introduction, the existence of such systems with prescribed weak chromatic number t is quite hard to show whenever t ~> 5. In fact the existence of such objects is only shown by nonconstructive methods in I-3,6]. However, the existence of a (weakly) 3-chromatic STS(v) is shown for every admissible v 1> 7 by direct constructions in [12] . The situation changes completely if we consider 3-uniform hypergraphs without further restrictions, since one can find for every t >/2, elementary examples of such objects that are (weakly) t-chromatic (we will give such an example and make use of it later on).
In the sequel we will say (k, d)-colouring for weak (k, d)-colouring. The star chromatic number of an h-uniform hypergraph H is defined by
The following result is shown in [2] for h = 2. Using identical arguments (for all the proofs involved in [2] ) we can show the following proposition.
Proposition. Let h >~ 2 and H be an h-uniform hypergraph. Then z*(H) = min{k/d: H has a (k,d)-colouring and k <~ I V(H)I}.
Hence z*(H) is a rational number. For a hypergraph H let x(H) denote the chromatic number of H, i.e. the least t for which H has a (weak) t-colouring. As for the strong case, we have the following corollary.
Corollary. Let H be an H-uniform hypergraph. Then
i.e.
z(H) -1 < z*(H) ~< x(H), rx*(H)7 = x(H) (where Fa/b-] denotes the ceiling of the rational number a/b).
We first want to study the computational complexity of finding a (k, d)-colouring for a PSTS. For this we must establish the following lemmas.
Lemma. For every t >1 2, there exists a t-chromatic PSTS P = (V(P), B) such that for some pair of vertices {a, b} c V(P) the following hold: (i) any t-colouring of P assigns different colours to a and b, and (ii) any vertex x e V(P) appears in some triple with either a or b.
Proof. The It is straightforward to check that the PSTS P := (V(P), B) has both properties of the lemma. []
Remark.
According to the construction given in [10] , the pair {a, b} appears in one triple of S and consequently in some triple of P.
Lemma. Let t, P, a and b be as in the lemma above. Let k and d be positive integers such that L kid J = t. Then any (k, d)-colouring of P assigns different colours to a and b.
Proof. Since By the direct verification we can see that P satisfies the properties stated in Lemma 3.3 for t = 2. Let k and d be such that
Remark. As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the problem is much easier if we consider 3-uniform hypergraphs instead of PSTSs. In what follows, we give, for every k > 2d, an example of a k/d-star chromatic 3-uniform hypergraph.
First note that an n-chromatic 3-uniform hypergraph is very easy to construct for any integer n/> 2. Indeed let Vn = {xl ..... x2n-1 } be a (2n -1)-element se t and H, be the set consisting of all 3-subsets on Vn. Consider the 3-uniform hypergraph (V~, H,). Then for any colouring of it, no colour class can contain more than two elements, i.e., (V~,Hn) is at least n-chromatic. On the other hand, the partition {Xl, X2} L.) "'" L.) {X2n-3, X2n-2} k.) {X2n_ 1} gives an n-coiouring of our hypergraph, hence (F~, H~)is an n-chromatic 3-uniform hypergraph. Now let k > 2d and put t:= Lk/d_~ Consider the (t + 1)-chromatic 3-uniform hypergraph (Vt+l,Ht+l) defined above and let P':=(Ft+I,B'), where B':=Ht+I-{Xl,Xa,X2t+l} (i.e., B' consists of (2,~-1)_ 1 triples). Then P' is a t-chromatic hypergraph (since {xl,x3,x2,+1} w {x2,x4}... {x2,-3,x2t-2} w {x2t-l,x2,} gives a t-colouring of P'). Moreover it is easy to verify that in any t-colouring of P', the vertices xl and x3 receive the same colour, thus xl and x2 receive different colours (since the hyperedge {xl,x2,x3} ~ B'). It is also trivial to see that every vertex of lit ÷ 1 appears in some hyperedge with either x ~ or x2, i.e., P' verifies the properties (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.3. Since the proofs of Lemma 3.4 and 3.6 as well as the construction in Theorem 3.5 do not rely on the fact that every pair of elements of V(P) appears in at most one triple of B, all these results hold for the 3-uniform hypergraph P'. This allows us to apply the construction given in Theorem 3.5 to P' in order to obtain a specific example of a k/d-star chromatic 3-uniform hypergraph. On the other hand, we can give specific examples of PSTSs with 'small' star chromatic numbers. In fact without involving the graphs G(k, d), we can construct for every n >t 2, an example of a PSTS(6n + 1) whose star chromatic number is 2 + 1/n. We first need the following lemma. 
From (1) we have na < d and thus
Combining with (2) we get 2na + a < 6n + 1 and hence a < (6n + 1)/(2n + 1) < 3, which implies that a ~ { 1,2}. If a = 1 then from (3) we have n < d, and from (2) where zl = xi+l for all i = 1 ..... n -1 (hence I V(S,)[ = 6n + 1) and we put a copy of $1 on {xi,Yi,zl,al,bi,ci,di} for all i= 1 ..... n. Moreover, we add one more triple x~ylz, (hence S~ has 6n + 1 triples).
Conclusion
Because of the similarity between the concept of t-colouring and the concept of (k, d)-colouring of h-uniform hypergraphs, one might ask any question about the star chromatic numbers that is already discussed for (usual) chromatic numbers. We would like here to raise one problem: What can be said about a PSTS S if its star chromatic number is an integer i.e., if x*(S)= ~(S)? Note that according to our Proposition 3.13, if S is a full STS, then x*(S) = x(S).
